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Do voters affect or elect policy?
What does theory tell us?

I Median voter models
I Policy convergence when politicians are office motivated and when politicians
are policy motivated

I Meltzer and Richard model
I Let poorer people vote results in more «left-leaning» policies

I Probabilistic voting models
I Policy convergence when politicians are office motivated but policy divergence
(with some degrees of moderation) when politicians are policy motivated

I Citizen-candidate models
I Policy divergence: the only position each candidate can credibly commit to is
the implementation of her most preferred policy

I Political agency models
I Elections are a tool to select better quality politicians and to provide
politicians with incentives to boost their productivity
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Do voters affect or elect policy? Evidence from the US House
(Lee, Moretti, and Butler – 2004, QJE)
Introduction

I Research question
I Does electing a Democratic vs. a Republican candidate affects how the
elected representative votes once in the House?

I Empirical challenge
I Disentangling voters’ with parties preferences: more conservative votes are
cast by representatives of districts where the median voter is more conservative
I It is not possible to observe what would have happened, in the same district
in the same year, had the voters selected a candidate belonging to the party
that lost the election
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Do voters affect or elect policies? Evidence from the US House
(Lee, Moretti, and Butler – 2004, QJE)
Empirical strategy

I Lee, Moretti, and Butler (2004) is the first example of what today is
considered as one of the gold standard techniques in political economy: close
elections analysis
I Idea: even if it is true that more conservative representatives are elected by
more conservative voters (and vice-versa) there must be some districts in
which around 50% of citizens are Republican and around 50% of
citizens are Democrats
I In those districts, whether one party just receives one more votes and wins or
gets one fewer votes and loses can be assumed to be «as good as random»
I In turn, we can estimate the effect of party affiliation on policy outcome by
comparing a (barely) Blue and a (barely) Red district, holding voters’
preferences constant
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Do voters affect or elect policies? Evidence from the US House
(Lee, Moretti, and Butler – 2004, QJE)
Main result
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Does gender matter for political leadership? The case of US
mayors (Ferreira and Gyourko – 2014, JPubE)
Introduction

I Research question
I Does electing a female vs. a male mayor affects the policy implemented by
the municipality administration?

I Empirical challenge
I Disentangling voters’ with individual politicians’ preferences: women might be
more likely to be elected by voters that prefer more progressive policies

I Empirical strategy
I Close-election Regression-discontinuity resign
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Does gender matter for political leadership? The case of US
mayors (Ferreira and Gyourko – 2014, JPubE)
Results 1: Collected revenues do not depend on the mayor’s gender
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Does gender matter for political leadership? The case of US
mayors (Ferreira and Gyourko – 2014, JPubE)
Results 2: Taxes levied do not depend on the mayor’s gender
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Does gender matter for political leadership? The case of US
mayors (Ferreira and Gyourko – 2014, JPubE)
Results 3: Total expenditures do not depend on gender
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Does gender matter for political leadership? The case of US
mayors (Ferreira and Gyourko – 2014, JPubE)
Results 4: Public employment does not depend on the mayor’s gender
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Does gender matter for political leadership? The case of US
mayors (Ferreira and Gyourko – 2014, JPubE)
Results 5: Composition of public spending does not depend on the mayor’s gender
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Does electoral competition curb party favoritism? (Curto-Grau,
Solé-Ollé, and Sorribas-Navarro – 2018, AEJ: Applied Econ)
Introduction

I Focus on allocation of transfers to municipalities in Spain
I Workhorse theoretical models (e.g., probabilistic voting) predict that central
government allocates resources to local units based on population; density of
swing voters; how voters living in that unit react to transfers received
I It should not matter whether the same party that rules at the upper level is
also in power at the local level or not
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Does electoral competition curb party favoritism? (Curto-Grau,
Solé-Ollé, and Sorribas-Navarro – 2018, AEJ: Applied Econ)
Introduction
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Does electoral competition curb party favoritism? (Curto-Grau,
Solé-Ollé, and Sorribas-Navarro – 2018, AEJ: Applied Econ)
Empirical strategy

I Compare municipalities in which the mayor is (barely) politically aligned with
the regional government and municipalities in which the mayor is (barely) not
politically aligned with the regional government
I Additional empirical challenges:
(1) Spain has a multi-party system → not necessarily winner receives >50% and
there might be more than 1 loser party
(2) Spain has a PR system at all election levels → not necessarily one more vote
results in one more seats
(3) Government coalitions might be in power
(4) Mayors are not directly elected by voters
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Does electoral competition curb party favoritism? (Curto-Grau,
Solé-Ollé, and Sorribas-Navarro – 2018, AEJ: Applied Econ)
Challenge 1: Multi-party system

I When only two parties run, the sum of their vote shares is 1
I Moving 2 percent of the electorate swings a 51-49 majority to 49-51

I With more than 2 parties, this is not true
I Moving 2 percent of the electorate can swing a 45-43-12 election to a
43-45-12 election but may also result in a 43-43-14

I Solution: simulate counterfactual elections in which each extra votes
received by most voted party is re-assigned at random until a change in rank
occurs
I Notice: probability of assigning a vote to each party is assumed to be
proportional to vote share received in the actual election
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Does electoral competition curb party favoritism? (Curto-Grau,
Solé-Ollé, and Sorribas-Navarro – 2018, AEJ: Applied Econ)
Challenge 2: Proportional election system

I In majoritarian elections, receiving more votes than the other candidates is a
sufficient condition to win
I This is not necessarily true in PR system
I For instance, one party may receive more votes but the same number of seats
as another

I Solution: define the running variable to measure the distance to a change
in seat majority (rather than being the distance to a change in vote share
majority)
I Need to take into account the electoral system specifity (allocation rule, entry
threshold) and calculate both the actual and any counterfactual seat
distributions
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Does electoral competition curb party favoritism? (Curto-Grau,
Solé-Ollé, and Sorribas-Navarro – 2018, AEJ: Applied Econ)
Challenge 3: Government coalitions

I In Spain it is quite common that a coalition of parties supports the regional
government
I Parties supporting the regional government run separately in local elections
I Solution: calculate the aggregate share of seats assigned to the regional
government coalition and define alignment to be equal 1 if such coalition
holds the majority (rather than a single party)
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Does electoral competition curb party favoritism? (Curto-Grau,
Solé-Ollé, and Sorribas-Navarro – 2018, AEJ: Applied Econ)
Challenge 4: Mayors are not directly elected

I Likewise parliamentary democracies (and pre-1993 Italian municipalities),
mayors in Spain are not directly elected by voters
I Voters elect members of the council who, in turn, elect the mayor

I In the bargaining stage, it may happen that the mayor does not belong to
the most voted party/coalition
I There is no sharp treatment: moving alignment council from 0 to 1 does not
move from 0 to 1 the probability that mayor is aligned

I Solution: Fuzzy-RD → use alignment of the majority in congress as an
instrument for the mayor’s alignment
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Does electoral competition curb party favoritism? (Curto-Grau,
Solé-Ollé, and Sorribas-Navarro – 2018, AEJ: Applied Econ)
Results: First stage
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Does electoral competition curb party favoritism? (Curto-Grau,
Solé-Ollé, and Sorribas-Navarro – 2018, AEJ: Applied Econ)
Results: Reduced form
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Does electoral competition curb party favoritism? (Curto-Grau,
Solé-Ollé, and Sorribas-Navarro – 2018, AEJ: Applied Econ)
Results: 2SLS
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Does electoral competition curb party favoritism? (Curto-Grau,
Solé-Ollé, and Sorribas-Navarro – 2018, AEJ: Applied Econ)
Results
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Voting technology, political responsiveness, and infant health:
Evidence from Brazil (Fujiwara – 2015, Econometrica)
Introduction

I Research question
I Does reducing the difficulty of casting a vote for undereducated people affect
policy outcomes and children health?

I Empirical challenge
I The decision to reduce the difficulty of casting a vote (disproportionately for
undereducated people) can be endogenous to voters’ preferences

I Empirical strategies
(i) Regression-discontinuity design based on a population threshold
(ii) Difference-in-differences
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Voting technology, political responsiveness, and infant health:
Evidence from Brazil (Fujiwara – 2015, Econometrica)
Background

I During the 1990s, 23 percent of Brazilian population was illiterate
I Originally a person had to write manually the name of the candidate and read
written instruction
I In 1998, electronic voting was introduced in state elections, only for
municipalities with more than 40500 inhabitants
I In 1992, electronic voting was extended to all municipalities
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Voting technology, political responsiveness, and infant health:
Evidence from Brazil (Fujiwara – 2015, Econometrica)
Heterogeneity by illiteracy rate
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Voting technology, political responsiveness, and infant health:
Evidence from Brazil (Fujiwara – 2015, Econometrica)
Effect of electronic voting on policy outcomes

I States with an higher share of voters treated by electronic voting in 1998
experienced an higher growth rate of helthcare spending (% of total) in the
1998–2002 period (relative to 1994–1998 growth) than states with a lower
share of treated voters
I In turn, the share of low-weight new births decreased more in states with an
higher share of treated individuals than in states with a lower share of treated
individuals
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Do better paid politicians perform better? Disentangling
incentives from selection (Gagliarducci and Nannicini – 2013,
JEEA)
Introduction

I We might expect that raising politicians’ wage might increase their
performance once in office through an incentive effect and a selection
effect
I Selection effect: the political career becomes more attractive to better quality
individuals
I Incentive effect: the cost of losing the next election increases and the
incumbent politician exerts more effort to avoid being unseated

I You will see these channels more in details with Prof. Bordignon towards the
end of the course
I Today: look at a clever way of separating the selection and the incentive
components of a wage increase empirically
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Do better paid politicians perform better? Disentangling
incentives from selection (Gagliarducci and Nannicini – 2013,
JEEA)
Introduction

I Several empirical challenges
(1) The decision to raise/reduce wage is endogenous to the incumbent politician’s
quality and expectation about future election results
(2) Separating the selection and the incentive components of a wage increase is
often unfeasible in practice and researchers are forced to limit themselves to
suggestive evidence

I Solutions
(1) Exploit an exogenous wage increase due to a population threshold
(2) Exploit the presence of term limits (incumbents cannot run for a third
consecutive term)
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Do better paid politicians perform better? Disentangling
incentives from selection (Gagliarducci and Nannicini – 2013,
JEEA)
Background
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Do better paid politicians perform better? Disentangling
incentives from selection (Gagliarducci and Nannicini – 2013,
JEEA)
RD effect on selection of crossing 5,000 residents
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Do better paid politicians perform better? Disentangling
incentives from selection (Gagliarducci and Nannicini – 2013,
JEEA)
RD effect on fiscal policy

I Caveat: is a mayor in her second term in office equal to herself during the
previous term, apart from re-election incentives?
I Caveat: is it really the case that a term-limited mayor does not have any
stakes in the next election?
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